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This is, an exclusive.
suckas.
Let's go!

We don't stop till we done with it, done with it.
We gone come and have fun with it, fun with it.
tonight we gon ghetto whaaat!
get a drink,drink, in our cups. 
go ahead let me see that donkey.
watch me I'ma Show my monkey.
(Say we gon turn that party down, 
We gon turn that party down.)
Let me see all the ladies with the real hair.
Let me see all the ladies with the fake hair.
It don't matter if you'r short or taller.
hands up if you'r looking for a bolla'.
hands up if you'r looking for a bolla'.
show you'r number payboy gon call her.
Cause You got that, and we want that,
dat,dat,dat,dat,dat,dat,dat,dat,dat.

tonight we fin that, act a fool, 
give up while i'm all on you.
Like when you touch all my body,
Like when you touch all my body.
come and dance with me tonight.
Promise i got what you like.
Like when you touch all my body,
bu,bu,bu,bu,bu body.

Hey shorty where you live (L.A)
Hey shorty where you from (V.A)
where da get it crack, cracking (new York).
where to get it pop, poppin (B.C)
Miami, Orleans, Atlanta
wave you'r bandannas,Hey.
We be flossing everyday.
We be flossing everyday.

Well this one for my fellas in the whips,
drop top sounds system in the whips.
for when ya down go turn it up.
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boom,boom,boom let it thump in the truck.
We gon get drunk till we ben out the slums.
See the girls moving they lump'd'd, lumps.
pop that,pop that, we gone rock that. 
Mr.DJ can you bring the hook back.

Tonight we fin that,act like a fool. 
give up while i'm all on you.
like when you touch all my body. 
tu,tu,tu,tu,tu. touch all my body.
Come and dance with me tonight.
I promise I got what you like. 
like when you touch all my body.
bu,bu,bu,bu,bu,bu body.

Pull over my ass to fat.
Your bitch wanna be like me to bad.
can't be me i'm supa dupa.
bet a 100 dollers, ain't a bitch cuter.
bet a 100 dollers, ain't a bitch cuter.
bet a 100 dollers, ain't a bitch cuter.
(we gon turn that party down, 
we gon turn that party down.)
tonight we gon turn the party down.
ladies squat down turn around 
we gon show you how to do the duck walk.
walk that walk, gon talk that talk.
Dusk till dark we gon let the blunt spark.
Let the Blunt spark Till Dusk till dark.
we gon,we gon, light it up, 
we gon,we gon, light it up. yesss

Tonight we fin that, act a fool.
Give up while i'm on you.
like when you touch all my body.
like when you touch all my body.
come and dance with me tonight.
promise i got what you like.
like when you touch all my body.
bu,bu,bu,bu,bu,bu body.
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